In this paper, we study the concept of relative coobservability in decentralised supervisory control of discreteevent systems under partial observation. This extends our previous work on relative observability from a centralised setup to a decentralised one. A fundamental concept in decentralised supervisory control is coobservability (and its several variations); this property is not, however, closed under set union, and hence there generally does not exist the supremal element. Our proposed relative coobservability, although stronger than coobservability, is algebraically well behaved, and the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage of a given language exists. We present a language-based algorithm to compute this supremal sublanguage; the algorithm allows straightforward implementation using off-the-shelf algorithms. Moreover, relative coobservability is weaker than conormality, which is also closed under set union; unlike conormality, relative coobservability imposes no constraint on disabling unobservable controllable events.
Introduction
Recently, we introduced the new concept of relative observability in supervisory control of discrete-event systems (DES) under partial observation. Relative observability is stronger than observability, weaker than normality, and preserved under set union; hence, there exists the supremal relatively observable sublanguage of a given language, which may be effectively computed. Relative observability is formulated in a centralised setup where a monolithic supervisor partially observes and controls the plant as a whole.
In this paper, we extend relative observability to a decentralised setup where multiple decentralised supervisors operate jointly, each of which observes and controls only part of the plant. In decentralised supervisory control, the fundamental concept is coobservability, identified in Rudie and Wonham (1992) and Cieslak, Desclaux, Fawaz, and Varaiya (1988) : coobservability and controllability of a language K is necessary and sufficient for the existence of nonblocking decentralised supervisors that synthesise K. Here, the decentralised supervisors follow a conjunctive decision fusion rule: an event is enabled if and only if all supervisors 'agree' to enable that event. One may also consider alternative fusion rules, e.g. that of disjunctive, or a mix of conjunctive and disjunctive; these lead to variations of coobservability studied in Yoo and Lafortune (2002) . A further extension called conditional coobservability is reported in Yoo and Lafortune (2004) .
None of the above various versions of coobservability, however, is closed under set union; consequently there generally does not exist the supremal coobservable sublanguage of a given language. In fact, even the existence of a coobservable sublanguage is undecidable in general (Tripakis, 2004) . On the other CONTACT Renyuan Zhang r.yuan.zhang@gmail.com, ryzhang@nwpu.edu.cn hand, conormality (or strong decomposability), being stronger than coobservability, is proposed in Rudie and Wonham (1992) ; it is preserved under set union and the supremal conormal sublanguage may be computed. Conormality, however, imposes the constraint that no decentralised supervisor can disable its unobservable, controllable events, and may therefore be overly conservative in practice. There is a weaker version of conormality studied in Takai and Ushio (2002) , which is also closed under set union; however, no algorithm is presented to compute the supremal element. In this paper, we introduce the concept of relative coobservability, which is a natural extension of relative observability to the decentralised supervisory control setup. We compare relative coobservability with all the relevant concepts previously reported in the literature, and prove in particular that it is stronger than (any of the known variations of) coobservability, weaker than (weak) conormality, and closed under set union. Moreover, extending Cai, Zhang, and Wonham (2017) we present a language-based algorithm for effective computation of the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage of a given language. This algorithm has (singly) exponential complexity and allows straightforward implementation by using offthe-shelf algorithms. In addition, we provide a new characterisation of the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage, as the largest fixpoint of a certain operator on languages. The concept of relative coobservability and the language-based algorithm are demonstrated with a Guideway example.
We note that Takai, Kumar, and Ushio (2005) introduced three concepts called strong conjunctive coobservability, strong disjunctive coobservability, and strong local observability; the latter two are proved to be closed under set union. First, for strong local observability, we will see that it is in fact a special case of our relative coobservability. Then for strong disjunctive coobservability, although weaker than our relative coobservability, there is no existing finitely convergent algorithm that computes its supremal element. By contrast, we will present an algorithm that effectively computes the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage.
Note also that, for prefix-closed languages, several procedures are developed to compute maximal decentralised supervisors, e.g. Kozak and Wonham (1995) and Rohloff and Lafortune (2003) . Those procedures are not, however, applicable to non-closed languages, because the resulting decentralised supervisors may be blocking.
In , we have introduced the concept of timed relative coobservability in the BrandinWonham framework (Brandin & Wonham, 1994) . Indeed, the (untimed) relative coobservability introduced in this paper is a special case of that in . However, in the properties of timed relative coobservability are stated without proofs, and there are no comparisons of the concept with various versions of coobservability as well as other related notions in the literature. By contrast, this paper supplies all the proofs and detailed comparisons. Moreover, we present a language-based algorithm for computing the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage, which is more efficient than the doubly-exponential algorithm in . Finally, this paper improves on its conference precursor by providing all proofs, as well as presenting a language-based algorithm and an operator-based characterisation of relative coobservability.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept of relative coobservability and show that it is stronger than coobservability (and its variations) and weaker than conormality. In Section 3, we prove that relative coobservability is closed under set union, and present a language-based algorithm to compute the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage of a given language. The results are demonstrated with a Guideway example in Section 4. Finally in Section 5, we state our conclusions.
Relative coobservability
The plant to be controlled is modelled by a generator
where Q is the finite state set; q 0 ࢠ Q the initial state; Q m ࣮ Q the subset of marker states; the finite event set; δ: Q × → Q the (partial) state transition function. In the usual way, δ is extended to δ: Q × * → Q, and we write δ(q, s)! to mean that δ(q, s) is defined. The closed behavior of G is the language
and the marked behaviour is
A string s 1 is a prefix of a string s, written
For partial observation, let the event set be partitioned into o , the observable event subset, and uo , the unobservable subset (i.e. = o∪ uo ). Bring in the natural projection P :
* → * o defined according to P( ) = , is the empty string;
In the usual way, P is extended to P : Pwr( 
For conceptual simplicity let us first consider the case of two decentralised supervisors, i.e. I = {1, 2}. The (conjunctive) coobservability is defined as follows (Rudie & Wonham, 1992) 
First observe that (ii) (resp. (iii)) above, for a controllable event σ belonging only to c, 1 , i.e. σ ࢠ c, 1 ࢨ c, 2 (resp. σ ࢠ c, 2 ࢨ c, 1 ), is simply the standard observability condition (Lin & Wonham, 1988 ) with respect to P 1 (resp. P 2 ) that is applied. For a shared controllable event σ ࢠ c, 1 c, 2 in (i) above, on the other hand, both observations P 1 and P 2 are involved, and the condition (6) is equivalent to
namely the decision of enabling σ after string s will be made if it is first ratified by both supervisors working through their respective observation channels.
Coobservability, together with controllability and L m (G)-closedness, of a language K is shown to be necessary and sufficient for the existence of two decentralised supervisors conjunctively synthesising K (Rudie & Wonham, 1992) . Coobservability, however, is not closed under set union, and consequently the supremal coobservable sublanguage of K need not exist in general. This fact motivates us to propose the concept of relative coobservability, which (as we will show) is algebraically better behaved.
Several remarks on the definition are in order. First, relative coobservability is a 'strengthened' version of coobservability in two respects. For one, all strings s in the ambient C are considered, instead of just strings in K. For the other, the two implications in (9) are connected by 'and' ࢳ, instead of 'or' ࢴ. Namely (9) requires that the 'observational consistency' hold for both observation channels P 1 and P 2 . This requirement is crucial to provide closure under union for relative coobservability; as the example in Figure 1 shows, using ࢴ in (9) would fail to guarantee closure under union.
Hence, we have identified the two defects that cause coobservability to fail to be closed under union: (1) lack of an ambient language, (2) the use of disjunctive ('or') ࢴ logic in connecting local observational consistency.
The above two (strengthening) modifications lead immediately to the following.
The reverse statement need not be true. For an example see again Figure 1 :
) is coobservable (since ࢴ is used in (6)) but not relatively coobservable (ࢳ used in (9)).
Second, relative coobservability is a decentralised version of relative observability . Indeed, for an unshared controllable event, namely (ii) and (iii) in the definition, individual relative observability conditions corresponding to the respective natural projections are applied; while for a shared controllable event, namely (i), both conditions must be satisfied simultaneously. This implies that the definition of relative coobservability is equivalent to the condition that for each
would not be. The reason is as follows. First for P 1 :
(Notation: we shall use the same initial and marker state notation in subsequent figures.).
relatively observable with respect to P i , i.e.
Thus, we see that Definition 2.1 is easily adapted to a general finite set I of decentralised supervisors. For this reason, we also refer to relative coobservability as I-fold relative observability. Third, consider a finite set I of decentralised supervisors. Relative coobservability requires that the decentralised supervisors make consistent local control decisions for every shared controllable event σ : that is, if a decentralised supervisor enables (resp. disables) σ , then no other supervisor disables (resp. enables) σ . Thanks to this consistency requirement, no default control decision or fusion rule is needed, and each supervisor may independently decide to enable or disable a 'private' or shared controllable event based on its local observation.
Fourth, we note that the ambient language C is selected such that all the strings in C must be tested for the conditions of relative coobservability. In addition, if C 1 ࣮ C 2 ࣮ L m (G) are two ambient languages, it follows easily from Definition 2.1 that C 2 -coobservability implies C 1 -coobservability. Namely, the smaller the ambient language, the weaker the relative coobservability.
An alternative definition of coobservability that has appeared in the literature is disjunctive coobservability (Yoo & Lafortune, 2002) 
Disjunctive coobservability requires that for a shared controllable event σ in (i) above, the decision of disabling σ after string s be ratified by both supervisors working through their respective observation channels. This implies that σ will be enabled if some supervisor decides to enable it, hence the name 'disjunctive' . Disjunctive coobservability is different from conjunctive coobservability, and in general neither of the two versions implies the other (Yoo & Lafortune, 2002) . Disjunctive coobservability, together with controllability and L m (G)-closedness, of a language K is proved to be necessary and sufficient for the existence of two decentralised supervisors disjunctively synthesising K (Yoo & Lafortune, 2002) . Again, however, it is not closed under set union, and consequently the supremal element need not exist in general. We show next that our relative coobservability is stronger than disjunctive coobservability.
Proposition 2.2: If K ࣮ C is C-coobservable, then K is also disjunctively coobservable.
Proof: Let s, s , s ∈ K ⊆ C, P 1 (s) = P 1 (s ), and P 2 (s) = P 2 (s ). We show that condition (i), namely (13), of disjunctive coobservability holds.
The same reasoning proves conditions (ii) and (iii), namely (14) and (15), of disjunctive coobservability.
1
The reverse statement of Proposition 2.2 need not be true. An example is displayed in Figure 2 , of a disjunctively coobservable language that is not relatively coobservable.
Remark 2.1: We note that in Takai et al. (2005) , 'strong conjunctive' and 'strong disjunctive' coobservability are studied, the essence being to choose strings from the ambient language L m (G) instead of K. For that reason, they are stronger than their respective type of coobservability. Strong disjunctive coobservability is shown to be closed under set union (while strong conjunctive coobservability is not), but no finitely convergent
This violates (), and therefore relative coobservability fails. For P  , on the other hand, let s = γ so that P  (s ) = P  (s ) = . The fact that s σ ࢠ L(K) makes () true. One may check that disjunctive coobservability of L m (K) indeed holds.
algorithm is given to compute the supremal element. Our relative coobservability may be shown to be stronger than these strong versions of coobservability; nevertheless we shall present an algorithm that computes the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage of a given language.
We also note in passing that since either conjunctive or disjunctive coobservability is stronger than the mixed coobservability (Yoo & Lafortune, 2002) , which is furthermore stronger than the conditional coobservability (Yoo & Lafortune, 2004) , our coobservability is stronger than all versions of coobservability reported in the literature.
We turn now to prove that relative coobservability is weaker than conormality (or strong decomposibility in Rudie and Wonham (1992) 
Conormality may be overly restrictive because it requires that for each decentralised supervisor i ∈ I, only observable (under P i ), controllable events may be disabled. Relative coobservability, by contrast, does not impose this restriction, i.e. control may be exercised by each decentralised supervisor over its unobservable controllable events.
Proposition 2.3: If K ࣮ C is conormal with respect to
, and P 2 (s) = P 2 (s ). We show that (9)-(11) all hold. First for (9), let σ ࢠ c, 1 c, 2 , s σ ∈ K, s ∈ C, and sσ ࢠ L(G); it will be shown that sσ ∈ K. From s σ ∈ K we have
and sσ ࢠ L(G). By the same derivation as above, we get sσ ∈ K. Finally, for (11),
On the other hand, by noting that the controllable event σ is removed after strings α, β, and γ , it is easily checked that L m (K) is relatively observable with respect to both P  and P  , and therefore is relatively coobservable.
and sσ ࢠ L(G).
Again by the same derivation as above but through P 2 , we get sσ ∈ K.
The reverse statement of Proposition 2.3 need not be true; an example is displayed in Figure 3 .
Remark 2.2:
A weak conormality concept was studied in Takai and Ushio (2002) , which is proved to be weaker than conormality and also preserved under set union. However, no algorithm is given to compute the supremal element. Then in Takai et al. (2005) , weak conormality is shown to be stronger than the 'strong local observability' . The latter is the special case of our relative coobservability with the largest possible ambient language C = L m (G), hence the strongest. Therefore, we conclude that relative coobservability is generally weaker than weak conormality.
Supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage and its computation
First, we show that an arbitrary union of relatively coobservable languages is again relatively coobservable. Let I denote the set of decentralised supervisors, and P i the natural projection for each i ∈ I.
is C-observable with respect to P j for all j ∈ I. In particular, K α is C-observable with respect to P i , and thereby we derive that
In the proof to establish closure under union for relative coobservability, it was essential that K α (α ∈ A) being Ccoobservable means that K α is C-observable with respect to all channels P i , i ∈ I. This confirms the importance of using ࢳ in (9) in the definition of relative coobservability.
for the family of C-coobservable sublanguages of K. Note that the empty language is trivially C-coobservable, thus a member of O(K, C). By Proposition 3.1 we obtain that O(K, C) has a unique supremal element supO(K, C) given by
This is the supremal C-coobservable sublanguage of K. We state these important facts about O(K, C) in the following
is nonempty, and contains a unique supremal element supO(K, C) in (18).
To compute supO(K, C), one may specialise the generatorbased algorithm in for timed relative coobservability to the untimed case. We shall, instead, present a language-based algorithm by extending Cai et al. (2017) , which has improved computational complexity and is easily implementable by well-known language operations.
To that end, we first recall the language-based algorithm in Cai et al. (2017) for computing the supremal relatively observ-
o,i and define
Thus D i (K ) is the collection of strings of the form tσ (t ∈ C, σ ࢠ c, i ), that are lookalike under P i to the strings in K ending with the same event σ . Now define an operator i : Pwr(
Using i , the following iteration algorithm is proposed in Cai et al. (2017):
This algorithm generates a monotone (decreasing) sequence of languages K 0 ࣯K 1 ࣯, and it is shown (Cai et al., 2017) that the sequence converges, in finite steps when C and K are regular languages, to the supremal C-observable sublanguage of K with respect to P i . Now we present our language-based algorithm for computing the supremal C-coobservable sublanguage of K. Let I := {1, . . . , N}.
Algorithm (for computing supO(K, C) in (18)):
For i ࣙ 1, apply the algorithm in (19) to compute K j, i , the supremal C-observable sublanguage of K j, i−1 with respect to P i . Proceed until K j, N is computed, and set
Our result is the following. Proof: First, to show finite convergence, let C, K be finite-state automata such that L m (C) = C, L m (K) = K, K is a subautomaton of C, and C is a subautomaton of G. This is always possible because C, K are regular and K ࣮ C ࣮ L m (G) (e.g. Cho & Marcus, 1989) . Then by Cai et al. (2017) , the algorithm in (19) for i ∈ I = {1, . . . , N} amounts to removing certain states from the synchronous product K||P i (K). Let
Then, PK has a finite number of states, and Algorithm amounts to removing certain states from PK at each iteration. Therefore, Algorithm terminates in finite steps when K ↑ is output. Next we prove that
It is guaranteed by Step 3 of the Algorithm that K ↑ is C-observable with respect to P i for each i ∈ I. Thus,
To see this, consider induction on the iterations j = 0, 1, 2, … (Step 2) of the Algorithm.
Since K is C-observable for all P i , no string will be removed in the subsequent Step 3 by applying the algorithm in (19) for all i ∈ I. Therefore, K ࣮ K j+1 , and eventually K ࣮ K ↑ .
The complexity of our language-based algorithm is (singly) exponential in the state number of K with L m (K) = K, inasmuch as the algorithm in (19) is of this complexity (Cai et al., 2017) . This is more efficient than the doubly exponential complexity of the generator-based algorithm in . Moreover, since each operator i (i ∈ I) may be decomposed into a set of well-known language operations (closure, complement, union, intersection, catenation, supremal closed/normal sublanguage computation) (Cai et al., 2017) , off-the-shelf algorithms may be assembled to implement i , and therefore our language-based algorithm.
We present in Figure 4 an example of computing the supremal relatively coobservable sublanguage using the proposed algorithm. Similar to Figure 2 , one may check that K is not C-coobservable. Using the algorithm, in Step 1 set β, γ , ασ, γ σ } and in Step 2 K 0, 0 = K 0 . Then in Step 3 we derive the following:
Observe that K 1 = K 0 ; in particular the string ασ is removed, because it violates C-observability under P 2 :
* → * o,2 . Returning to Step 2 to set K 1, 0 = K 1 , and then in Step 3 we compute:
Again K 2 = K 1 ; in particular the string γ σ is removed, because it violates C-observability under P 1 : * → * o,1 . Returning to Step 2 to set K 2, 0 = K 2 , and then in Step 3
In practice, we shall use the language-based algorithm as follows. Given a specification language K ࣮ L m (G), first check if K is already coobservable (polynomial-time algorithm available for the case of two decentralised supervisors in Rudie and Willems (1995) ). If so, we stop and use K to construct decentralised supervisors. Otherwise, set the ambient language C = K and apply the language-based algorithm to obtain the supremal C-coobservable sublanguage of K. Since relative coobservability implies coobservability, the obtained supremal sublanguage is also coobservable, and thus may be used to construct decentralised supervisors.
For control problems, it is straightforward to compute the supremal relatively coobservable, controllable, and L m (G)-closed sublanguage by iterating the algorithms for computing the respective supremal elements. We shall use such a scheme to study an example of decentralised supervisory control in the section below.
Finally, it may be of interest to note the following fixpoint characterisation of relative coobservability. Let I = {1, . . . , N} and : Pwr(
Here, • denotes composition of operators. A language K such that K = (K) is called a fixpoint of . The following result characterises supO(K, C) as the largest fixpoint of .
Proposition 3.2:
Proof: Since sup O(K, C) is C-coobservable, it is Ccoobservable with respect to every P i . By Cai et al. (2017) we derive that sup
It follows again from Cai et al. (2017) that K is C-coobservable with respect to every P i , i.e. K is Ccoobservable. Therefore K ⊆ sup O(K, C), and the proof is now complete. 
Example: Guideway
We demonstrate relative coobservability with a Guideway example, adapted from Wonham (2017, Section 6.6). As displayed in Figure 5 , two vehicles, V 1 and V 2 , use the Guideway simultaneously and travel from station A (state 0) to B (state 5). The track between the two stations consists of 4 sections (states 1, 2, 3, 4). The plant G to be controlled is the synchronous product (e.g. Wonham, 2017 ) G = V 1 ||V 2 , and the control specification is to ensure that V 1 and V 2 never travel on the same section of track simultaneously, i.e. ensure mutual exclusion of the state pairs (j, j), j = 1, … , 4. Let K be a generator representing this specification.
We consider the following decentralised supervisory control problem. Suppose that there are two supervisors, with unobservable event subsets uo,1 = {13}, uo, 2 = {23}, and controllable event subsets c, 1 = {11, 13, 23, 15}, c, 2 = {21, 13, 23, 25}. The unobservable subsets uo, i define the corresponding natural projections P i , i = 1, 2, and the shared controllable events are 13, 23.
For comparison, we first compute the conormal, controllable, and L m (G)-closed sublanguage, represented by the generator in Figure 6 . Then we compute the generator in Figure 7 , which represents the supremal relatively coobservable, controllable, and L m (G)-closed sublanguage. Observe that the relatively coobservable controlled behaviour is strictly more permissive than the conormal counterpart. We next construct as in Rudie and Wonham (1992) the corresponding two decentralised supervisors SUP i , with uo, i and c, i (i = 1, 2); the results are displayed in Figures 8 and 9 .
We explain a representative case of the control logic of SUP 1 . If SUP 1 observes that V 2 arrives at track Section 3 (i.e. after string 21.23.20), either it allows V 1 to enter section 1 (i.e. SUP 1 enables its private event 11), or V 2 is allowed by SUP 2 to move onto section 4 (i.e. SUP 2 enables its private event 25). When the former occurs, SUP 1 must prevent V 1 from entering Section 2 (i.e. SUP 1 must disable the unobservable event 13 at its state 8) because otherwise V 1 can thereafter uncontrollably enter Section 3 (event 10) and violate mutual exclusion at Section 3. Note that since event 13 is shared, in the above case SUP 2 must also disable 13. The above-described control action is not possible for conormality, since disabling unobservable events is not allowed. This is why relative coobservability achieves strictly more permissive behavior than conormality does.
Conclusions
We have studied the concept of relative coobservability in decentralised supervisory control of DES. We have proved that relative coobservability is stronger than (any variations of) coobservability, weaker than conormality, and closed under set union. Moreover, we have presented a language-based algorithm for computing the supremal relatively coobservable (and controllable, L m (G)-closed) sublanguage of a given language, and demonstrated the result with a Guideway example. In future work, we aim to apply relative coobservability in decentralised control of large systems and follow the architectural approach in Feng and Wonham (2008) and Cai and Wonham (2016, Chapter 4) . Note 1. That relative coobservability (or I-fold relative observability) is stronger than disjunctive coobservability (Proposition 2.2) or conjunctive coobservability (Proposition 2.1) can also be proved by noting that it is stronger than a property called "local observability" (Takai et al., 2005) : local observability requires that for each i ∈ I, K be observable with respect to P i , i.e. I-fold observability, and is proved to be stronger than disjunctive and conjunctive coobservability.
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